A Guide to the land of Trinalia
By Alan D.  Kohler.  Copyright 1997.  All rights reserved.

Foreward

	The text you are reading is the result of a long effort on a labor of love for me: that elusive fictional entity of my creation known as Trinalia.  For many years, I refereed the fantasy role-playing campaign in Trinalia.  However, whenever a player needed to read about some aspect of Trinalia, the best I could offer them was my quick personal take on the matter, some scribbled notes, and apologies for keeping the whole thing “In my head” (the latter only served to prove how imperfect my memory is.) 
	However, this text is an outgrowth of my attempt to collaborate all my thoughts and musings for all to see - not only for my players, but for myself (to keep all this crap in some semblance of order) and, if I get my website done, so I can share the various eccentricities of my world with anyone who would have them.


Chapter 1: Introduction

Trinalia and the World of Varisha

	Varisha is a world much like Earth.  Varisha has many continents and many peoples on its surface, but most campaigns there have been centered around the continent of Trinalia and the islands and seas surrounding it.  Trinalia is shaped somewhat like an elongenated mirror image of Africa, with several large islands off of the east coast. The northern reaches of Trinalia are subarctic in climate; the southern horn is tropical.
	There are numerous mountain ranges throughout Trinalia.The eastern reaches feature the Karth mountains. The Old Spine range runs north and south effectively separates the eastern end of Trinalia from the west.The Ashenpeaks are a mostly volcanic range lying on the central plateau.  The Razortooth range to the west are some of the steepest, highest mountains, and feature a rift system which causes the western region of the range to plumet into the salty depths.  Lastly, in the southwest end of Trinalia, the Alack and Trenvel mountains are old, whethered mountain which contain between them a vast desert region.
	Varisha has two moons, Selna (named for the Aborian moon goddess) and Corwin.  These moons orbit Varisha in time periods discussed under the chapter on “time”.  Some Aborian traditions refer to Trinalia as “the land of the blazing sky.”  This is because one who has wandered to the lands on the face of Varisha from other places (such as the Aborians are suspected to have done
	Trinalias northern reaches are subarctic; its southern reaches are tropical.  Much of the inhabited costal areas are in inhabited temperate zones and somewhat resemble the coast of the pacific northwest in the United States, or the shores of Western Europe.
	The northerly  inland areas are riddled with ancient volcanos and are characterized by bluffs, steppes, and plains, much like Australia, Utah, or Colorado.  Southerly inland regions are more heavily vegitated and resemble jungles and rainforests of South and Central America.

The Campaign

	Just what is the Trinalia campaign about, anyway?  What makes it different from any number of campaigns that the reader is likely to have encountered?
	Well, not much, and yet very much.
	Justifying this paradoxical statement will be quite a task, but I will try.
	Inspirational material for the Trinalia campaign is most importantly old games.  This means that many of the trappings you will find in other games will also be found here: Gods, undead wizards, empires, ancient tombs, demons, bandits, and damp, musky labrynths.  However, the author has encountered some very bizarre referees in his role-playing experience, and hopefully I can carry on the tradition and interject a little bit of unique twist into these time honored conventions.
	For the most part, the Trinalia is a game about the rise and fall of various powers.  At the outset of the campaign years ago, I defined the land of Trinalia as being a land where good was widespread and evil was on the rise.  As participants in the campaign know, the scales are quickly shifting in the other direction: forces of evil are gaining dominance, and threaten to overwhelm everything that the PCs stand for.
	At the same time, the Trinalia campaign is a game of politics and people - real people (well, real people in the role-playing sense.)  A player in the Trinalia game frequently encounters the mythical beasts known as “pure good” and “evil incarnate”; I wouldn’t dare dispense with those high fantasy conventions!  However, there are shades of gray inbetween those two extremes, a web of shadows and intruige on which the wars of good and evil are played out.
	Accordingly, while the goals for which the players may strive is clear cut, the paths to that goal seldom are, and are always fraught with peril.  While the players may know for sure that the Empire of Drakkar is their foe in some effort, who is to say if the Dark Circle should be trusted, or if the Witch Queen is a more important threat, or if the Old Clans harbor hidden potential that can be harvested as allies, if only the PCs are silver-tounged enough?
	Alas, it seems that enigma is the main difference between Trinalia and the archtypcial campaign world.  Though  many of the trappings are familiar, some are not.  And even some of those that seem familiar harbor hidden secrets.  One thing a wise wanderer of Trinalia knows is that nothing in Trinalia happens without pupose.  All events are a result of the delicate interplay between the power-players who pull the strings of the people and nations of Trinalia.  While it may not be immediately obvious exactly WHO or WHAT caused some event to come about, one is much better off who becomes wise to the currents of fate.  Those who are unwary of such currents are doomed to be washed downstream with them.




Chapter 2: The People and Cultures of Trinalia

	The 3 most dominant races in the land of Trinalia are humans, elves, and the barbaric gnoll tribes (though the latter are in decline). Other significant races include hobgoblins, Kharzhak (a humanoid offshoot of the orcish race that once dominated most of the continent, now in decline), the fire giants, the shilek (a spider-like race that recently appeared mysteriously, known for thier wide trade in slaves), gnomes, and the mighty dragons, including an ancient race of humans with dragonblood who simply call themselves “dragonlords” - with good reason.
	While these races are the main ones, other races that have nations of thier own exist that are not nearly as siginificat, either because the are in decline, or thier racial fecundity and desires have not lead them to create such large empires.  These include dwarves, ogres, hill giants, annalla (nother orc offshoot race with innate magical abilities), the medusae (not those of myth, but floating, tentacled beings), Joran (a humanlike race with elemental ties), snakemen, scorpion-men, island giants, frost giants, minotaurs, Quolorn (a race of winged humanoids that live in small, nomadic tribes), and wood elves.
	There are still other races, but none that claim significant nations of thier own, most of which exist withing the confines of other nations, or in the wilds.

The Humans of Trinlia
	There are 5 basic cultural divisions on the Trinalian continent: Aborian, Avelan, Turanian, Neo-Turanian and Kennan.

	The Aborian race are relative newcomers in the land, being led here by thier hero-queen Ariel a little over 1000 years ago from a far-off land ravaged by magical wars.  They are usually tan skinned and have hair colors ranging from bronzish-blonde to dark brown, sienna, or black.
	The Aborian culture values heroism, and as such, adventurers are better accepted in thier society than most.  It is said that various deity figures in thier mythology were once mortals who struggled against impossible odds and became gods. It is said that ones position in the afterlife is a direct consequence of thier accomplishments in this life - thus the Aborian culture is a very motivated one.
	The most significant modern nation of the Aborian people is the Empire of Drakar. It sprang out of some petty city-states around a freshwater lake in the central northern plateau of Trinalia. It is a decidedly less benign Aborain state than the older Athos Regeny or Confederation of Free Cities.

	The Avelans are a somewhat smaller people than the Aborians, and have fair skin, and light (red or blonde) to medium brown hair. There are 3 primary nations in the Avelan culture, derived from some ancient clans with ancient rivalries. These rivalries of so deep-seated that they still exist today to some extent, but there are certain races - mainly giants - that all Avelan tribes have united to smite in the past and undoubtedly would do so in the future.
	Avelan religon centers around a nature goddess mother-figure. Indeed, Avelans are probably the most nature oriented of the human cultures, and are mainly a forest dwelling society who practice light agriculture where the land permits. This has limited the growth of thier nations somewhat since this system of subsistence cannot support many more citizens than it currently does.

	The Turanians are said to be one of the oldest races on this continent. Some sages say that they are descendants of the ancient race of mages known as the “Varishans”. Other claim there is little to support this and instead maintain altough the Varishans undoubtedly inhabited Trinalia long before any other race, the Turanians came from the nearby continent of Luncan after the fall of the Varishans.
	Turanians are a light skinned, light haired people and are, for the most part, the largest race of humans on the continent. Turanians revere various old tribal gods and most revel in combat.  At one time, the Turanian people forged a fairly advanced empire, the Empire of Barea, but that empire has long since passed into the annals of history. All that remains of the true Turanian culture is the frost barbarians on the northeast peninsulas of Trinalia, the somewhat more advanced Fire Kings across the icy northern bay, and the old clans, simple agricultural people that live in the cool plains to the south of the icy bay west of the Karth mountains.

	The Neo-Turanian culture is essentially a blending of the Avelan and Turanian culture. When the Empire of Barea collapsed, all its holdings in the mainland were left desolate and barren; those few Turanian peoples that remained either moved to the west in search of better lands or declined into barbarism. However, a number of islands throughout the Kylopean Ocean were already being administered as colonies, and new nations sprang from them. Most of these colonies were originally Aborian settlements that were later dominated by the Barean Empire, but after the collapse, a great deal of blending occured between the races and a more equitable - and dynamic - new culture emerged from the ashes of the Empire of Barea.

	Lastly is the Kennan people.  Little is known about the history of these people, though some sages say that thier forbearers were here even before the Varishans were.  There are 2 major nations of the Kennan. One is a nomadic tribal nation that lives in the deserts and steppe nestled between the mountian ranges in southern Trinalia. The other is a nation of female-dominated warriors that live in the jungles in the southern tip of the continent.
	Kennan people are known for their deep, swarthy complexion and high cheekbones, and are larger than most other human subraces save Turanian.  They are known for Their elaborate funeral rites and a deep reverance for the dead, perhaps an attribute inhereted from their forefathers.

The Elves of Trinalia

	It seems strange that a race with the slow reproduction and long lifespan of the elves can acheive such a great racial diversity. However, the truth behind this has to do with the highly magical nature of elves. Due to their magical talents, the elves, unlike the humans, realize that much of thier racial diversity comes form other worlds. Many human races, too, come from other worlds, but few human races have memory of such events.
	West of Trinalia is a coninent that is regarded among elves as being the elven homeland. That, too, may explain why there are so many elven subraces in the land of Trinalia.
	Generally speaking, there is high accord for humanity amongst the elves. This is probably due to 2 factors.  On the elven side of things, the elves stood by the side of the ancient Varishans -  who the elves considered a highly respectable human nation - in great battles agaisnt malevolent forces, and this image of humanity is still strong in elven racial heritage. On the human side of things, most of the major cultures have a reason to like elves. Aborains have the blood of elves in many of thier royal families and also fought by the side of elves in their past. The Avelans respect the elves and thier accord for nature. And the Turanians were first taught the secrets of magic by Vanir Elf mages.

	Sun Elves are one of the two most open races of elves. They live in southern and western forests on the continent of Trinalia and trade openly with humans. They are closely akin to sea elves and are friendly with most of the shorter lived races. They have pale to mediium complexions, blonde to medium brown hair, and blue, green, hazel, brown, or even black irises.
	Sea Elves are nearly as widespread as the Sun Elves, and live mainly in various island kingdoms, or in smaller towns and cities on the inner coast. They, like Sun elves, are also very open. They have a somewhat darker complexion than Sun Elves but are otherwise similar in appearance.
	Silver Elves are known both for thier longevity and hardiness amongst the elven races. Their numbers of Silver Elves are few compared to Sea or Sun Elves, but nontheless, there figure prominently in the great houses of all elvenkind. This gives them a somewhat elitist attitude. Also, Silver Elves tend to be less frivilous and chaotic than most elves. They have similar complexions to sun elves, but have white, silver, blonde, or (rarely) black hair, and amber, green, blue, or violet eyes.
	Vanir Elves, or “Frost Elves”, live in the cold highland forests in the northeastern reaches of Trinalia. They are a hardy and somewhat seclusive race, and a war-ready one. Some Vanir have lived long enough to see the rise and fall of the not always freindly Barean Empire, and distrust humans because of it. The younger Vanir are not so biased, but still prefer to choose who they will contact and who they will not. Vanir have pale to fair complexions and white, pale blonde, ash blonde, or light brown hair, and typically have silver, gray, blue, or green eyes.
	Plains Elves, who call themselves “the Farisae”, live in the steppes of south-central Trinalia. Other elven races describe them as being tainted and twisted, and there is a great degree of animosity between them and other elven subraces. The Farisae have dour attitudes, and tend to be merchants and traders in the best of times, and bandits in the worst of times. They have pale to medium comlpexion, white to light brown hair, and green, hazel, or brown eyes.
	The Forest Elves exist in a variety of places in Trinalia, but are even less numerous than Silver Elves. They are highly reclusive and try to exist away from non-elven races as much as possible. Since the land of Trinalia is almost over-run with sapient beings - mainly humans - many forest elves have returned to the homeland of elves. Forest elves have similar complexion to sun elves, but eye and hair colors are usually various shades of brown.
	There are a few other elven races, namely Golden (or Trifian), Platinum, Sand(or Chaos), and Vale. However, these elves are spoken of rarely enough that in most cases, thier existence is considered apocryphal.

The Gnolls of Trinalia

	Although once a exremely powerful race, the gnolls are basically in decline. They are manily nomadic hunter-gatherers who raid extensively in times of drought or famine - or boredom. The orcish Kharzhak empire once dominated a majority of the nothern land mass of Trinalia and proved a major problem for the expanding Aborian culture. However, the gnolls at the time found the Kharzhak empire prime pickings. The widespread plundering of the gnolls eventually sent the decadent Kharzhak empire into decline.
	But essentially, the Gnolls at that point signed thier own death warrant, because the collapse of the Kharzhak empire opened the door for the Aborians - and they rushed through. The Aborian culture expanded rapidly and when the gnolls tried to raid human settlements they didn’t find such easy pickings. The Aborian colonists hit back hard, and with magic, and scattered the gnoll nations.
	There are still 2 strong bandit nations of gnolls in midwestern Trinalia, but they are not a match for thier elven and human neighbors - but they still remain an everpresent threat, waiting for an opporunity to strike at any moment.
	There is, however, one oddity. After defeat at the hand of the humans, one band of gnolls, the Gahtak, turned away from the worship of thier demonic war god and to that of a lawful god of culture. Under the guidance of a monk (whose race is not recorded in the annals of gnoll history, but presumably a gnoll) the gnolls learned the arts, industry, trade, and agriculture. The Gathak nation is now one of the more advanced nations in west and lies on a peninsula in the southwest corner of Trinalia. 



Chapter 3: Timekeeping and Events

The Trinalian Calendar

	The Trinalian Calendar, as it is known today is based on the ancient calendars of the Aborian and Avelan cultures.  The Avelan people arrive on Varisha over 1000 years ago.  The first culture they began to interact with was that of the Avelans.  While the Aborians had a very well established culture, they quickly adopted the much of the astrology and timekeeping of the native Avelans who were more familiar with the skies above this new land‑and were masters of astronomy.
	The Trinalian day was very close to that of Aphrodomis (the Aborians homeworld).  The year is 378 local days long.  The Avelan calendar originally had 14 months based on the major constellations that many heavenly bodies travelled through.  Each Avelan month was 25 days, 14 months neatly fit into 378 day year.
	The Aborians quickly adapted to this calendar to their own, more familiar 12 month system.  The Aborian months nearly approximated their counterpart in the Avelan cosmology, with some adjustments for their own culture.  For example, Danea represented the mother‑goddess of the Avelan's nature‑based mythology.  The Aborians replaced this with Mielkan, representing their nature‑goddess, Mielikki.
	The 12 months of the widely accepted Aborian claendar do not fit so neatly into the 378 day year, there are 6 "festival days" interposed during the year to celebrate special events.  The months and festival days of the Aborian calendar are thus:

The Aborian Year Calendar:

Month/Festival:		Symbolic:			Season:
Kelan				The Eagle			Spring
Mielkan			The Nature Goddess		Spring
	The Queens Festival/Rememberance of the Exodus
Laren				The Sword Bearer		Spring/Summer
Elgat				The Stag			Summer
	Festival of High Summer
Halan				The Harper			Summer
Sorkus			The Crown			Summer/Fall
Lado				The Dove			Fall
	Feasting/ The Festival of the Harvest
Marat				The Ship			Fall
	Honoring Feast of the Dead
Odis				The 9 Candles		Fall/Winter
Tharis				The Tree			Winter
	Festival of Rememberance (of the Gods)
Athis				The Tome			Winter
Aziran				The Winter Drake		Winter/Spring
	Festival of the Dawn (New Year/Coming of Spring)

The Regent's Calendar

      The regents calendar is a time reference system.  Year 0 began when Princess Ariel left the lands of men and put her kingdom in the hands of the peerage of the regents (Actually, this event occured on the 23rd day of Odis of the year referred to as 0).  The years of this dating system are referred to as RR or "The reign of regents" (Or, more properly "full year of the Reign of Regents", thus year 1 RR is "The 1st full year of the reign of regents".  This verbage has fallen into disuse since Princess Ariel has returned (and hence dparted again) to the lands.  The more common verbage is now "Since the begining of the reign of regents".)
	At the time of this writing, the campaign year is RR 1174.

The Avelan Calendar

	The Avelan calender utilizes the path of 2 distant celestial bodies through regions of the heavens.  This particular time keeping ritual utilizes a slightly different cosmology than the standard Avelan zodiac‑although the paths of these two bodies do intersect the Avelan zodiac, different constellations are visualized for these 2 bodies.  An Avelan astronomer would tell you "it's in a different perspecive" or "in a different plane".
	There is some evidence to support the possibility that these alternate constellations were adopted from another culture that pre‑dates the Avelan people on this world, and much in the way the Aborians mimiced the Avelans, the Avelans mimiced these peoples.
	The Avelan year calenders track the progress of  Dagarna "The ruler" and Isutia "The weaver of fate" through the sky.  The two are said to collaborate to determine the fates of mankind.  The ruler goes through 13 regions, the weaver of fate goes through 9.  Combined the two are supposed to describe events of significance that year.  Whether events that happen truly follow this pattern is an issue open to much debate.  But many scholars point to many examples, like in the case of year of  "dragon's wrath", the island city of Majenka was devastated by a rampaging red dragon.
	A complete cycle of these two objects is simply called a “cycle”, and lasts a total of 117 years.  The cycle is the Avelan’s equivalent of a century.
	The sequence of celestial regions the bodies pass through each year is outlined below.  The beginning of an Avelan year coincides with the Aborian calendar’s Festival of Rememberance.  As of the Festival of Rememberance of RR 1174, the Avelan year is Sea’s Wrath.

Avelan Year Calendar:

Ruler:			Weaver of Fates:
Wanderer		Ascendance
Meek			Slumber
Armsman		Repentance
Dragon		Fear
Wood			Wrath
Fire			Reflection
Companion	 	Return
Spirit			Defeat
Hope			Flight
King
Immortal
Sea
Stone

Trinalia: A Timeline

The following timelines are sorted into 3 major categories: ancient, cultural, and recent events.  Ancient events pre-date all current human cultures.  Cultural events describe the ascendance of variuous modern human cultures and are categorized by culture.  Recent events are an enumeration of the more modern, cosmopolitan world.

Ancient Events

	These events occur at a time predating the arrival or evolution of all the modern races of Trinalia save the elves.  Notwithstanding, even the elves do not have a full understanding of some of the ancient cultures and empires that once covered the trinalian continent.  One of the most important such ancient empires is that of the Varishans.

Ancient Events:
c6300 PE ‑The rise of the Qamatri nation
c5700 PE ‑Internal strife and decadence in the Qamatri empire
c5400 PE ‑Fall of the Qamatri empire
c4900 PE ‑Acendance of the Varishan Republic
c4100 PE ‑Varishans struggle agaisnt an unamed eldrictch horror
c3200 PE ‑The birth of the Dragonlords
c2700 PE ‑In a devastating war, Varishan culture is effectively wiped from the face of Trinalia.
c1500 PE ‑Elven allies of the ancient Varishans, the Hawklords, banish the remaining dragonlords to a pocket dimention.
c 800  PE ‑The "Star of the South" falls, causing widespread famine amongst the people of Trinalia.

Aborian History:

	Aborian history is divided into 2 major time periods.  The Firehawk epics describe the events in the Aborians original homeland that lead up to their exodus to the land of Trinalia and establishment of their first colony there.  Aborian events describe subsequent expansion and evolution of the Aborian culture in the land of Trinalia. 

The Firehawk epics:
c350 PE ‑The high priestess of the Moon‑goddess Selna pens the Tome of Ages.
c185 PE ‑Idan is exiled
c95   PE ‑Idan dominates the Suertrea throne
69 PE	‑Arion is born to Idan and the Suertrea Queen
53 PE	‑Arion is exiled by his father
49 PE	‑Arion joins forces with a band of tribal warriors and frees the king of dragons from an alliance of nether lords.
46 PE	‑Arion, with the aid of the Dragon King, casts out Idan and reclaims the Suertrea throne.
44 PE	‑Orion, son of Arion, is born
37 PE	‑Ariel, daughter of Arion, is born
35 PE	‑Conflict between the celestial dynasties of Trifia and Tenknife herald the beginning of the choas wars
27 PE	‑Tellus of Tenknife seals of Sanctuary by destroying the keys to sanctuary, effectively denying the Trifian dynasty control.
26 PE	‑Idan returns while Arion is on a quest and reclaims the throne is his abscence.
26‑24 PE‑Arion's quest, culminating in the destruction of Idans material form and his banishing to the nightmare worlds.
22‑8 PE‑Epics of Orion and Ariel
20 PE	‑Conflicts in the northern province of Tryconnel marks the first mortal involvement in the chaos wars on Aphrodomis.
14 PE	‑Orion unlocks the secrets of the Green Stone
11 PE	‑Orion uses the power of the Green Stone to re‑form the keys to sanctuary, then takes control of the city and ascends to godhood.
10 PE	‑Orion forms the "Third dynasty", and empire devoted to limiting the influence of the Trifian and Tenknife dynasty.
8 PE	‑In the first conflict between the Third dynasty and Tenknife, the Sancuary Table of Summoning is destroyed.
7 PE	‑Orion re‑forms the fragments  of the Table of Summoning into a new artifact: the Table of Creation.
6 PE	‑Ariel forges the sword "Starthunder".
5 PE	‑Every nation on the continent of Corwin is now involved in the Chaos Wars.
0 PE	‑Ariel leads her poeple on an exodus to a new land far away from the ravages of the Chaos Wars: Trinalia.
1 RR	‑Ariel declares that her time in the lands of mortals is past. She hands power to the Regents, and declares that one day, she will return and the Suertrea throne will be restored.

Aborian Events (all years RR):
200 	- The Regency expands to its current borders.
301	- Koriander, the patron deity of Queen Ariel, becomes the central deity of the Regency.  The regency is renames the Athos regency in honor of Koriander ( after one of her ancient names.)
c410	- Formation of Aborian colonies in the northern frontier areas and in the islands in the Kylopean ocean.
498	- Fronteir colonies in the north are conquered by the Kharzhak empire.
590	- Internal strife and warfare wrack the regency.  Two orders of knighthood vie for control of the regency: The Knights of the New Dawn, who felt that the time of the queen was passed and a new order was needed to usher the Aborian people into a new age, and the Knights of the Golden Blade, who faithfully clung to the prophecies of old.
630	- Many settlers in fronteir regions are forced to withdraw from the onslaught of the Kharzhak empire as they loose military support from the regency due to the internal struggles.
653	- The Knights of the Golden Dawn score several major victories over the Knights of the Golden Blade and force them into exile.  The Regent-Knight and leader of the Knights of the New Dawn comes into power.  He declares himself the “King of the New Dawn” and grasps the Kingsword, a golden two-handed sword that represnents the rulership of the Aborian people.  the magic of the Kingsword destroys him.
662	- The Order of the New Dawn is ushered out of power and the Order of the Golden Blade is ushered in.  The Regency is restored.
717	- Overcrowding in the Aborian cities and refugees from the collapsing Kharzhak empire start a wave of pestilence and famine that takes thousands of lives.
770	- A new era of trade and prosperity follows the collapse of the Kharzhak empire.  Colonies begin to bloom, the frontier is pushed back, and a strong military presence repulses the same gnoll raiders that hastened the demise of the Kharzhak empire.
855	- A new methodology of magic, known as channeling, comes into acceptance.
929	- All members of the Council of Regents name themselves the so-called “Order of the Enlightened”.  The the regents, who were once enlightened and wise sages, are now mostly self-serving eunuch elite.
950	- With the Athos regency declining into a state of decadence, the various frontier colonies, including the confederation of free cities and the frotier cities of Drakar, are in a state of dynamic development.
1019	- The eunuch regents are at the center of pervasive internal strife in the regency.  This results in many deaths in the regency, which fortunately, introduces fresh blood to the council of regents, which effectively put the regency on the long road to recovery.
1085	- A new knight regent comes into power, ushering in a new era of peace, prosperity, and strength for the reqency.
1123	- Hordes of horrific creatures issue forth from clefts and caves in the earth to terrorize the people at the behest of their leader, the mad god, Paralite. 
1127	- Queen Ariel returns to lead her people as she promised over one thousand years ago, and forms the royal guard to deal with the threat of Paralite.

Turanian History

	Turanians are usually thought of by sages as being the most recent of civilized cultures to have risen from barbarism.  But that fact has not hindered them in the heights to which some tendrils of their culture has reached.  Moonglow is considered to be one of the largest and most cosmopolitan centers of humanity in the land, and mages who have been trained at the Lycaeum academy are responsible for many of the major leaps foreward in the art of magic.

306	- Rise of early Turanian warrior cults.
390	- Vanir elves teach the Turanians writing and the arts of magic.
453	- Nathal unites the Turanian clans and becomes the first Turanian king.
490	- The strength of the united hordes of the Turanian tribes force most other races from the reaches of eastern Trinalia.
560	- The old spirit religons resurface, with a god of culture and a goddess of peace at the head of the pantheon.
632	- The Turanians explore and colonize the eastern islands, and encounter the Aborians in the west.
755	- The first recorded appearance of a wizard known as Barion the Gray.
763	- Barion establishes the Lycaeum Academy of Magic.
772	- Barion establishes the Knights of the Gray Order, an order of knights in the Aborian fashion, save that they are trained in the magical arts.
780	- Barion claims the position of emporer at the Court of Kings.
780 - 805 - The newborn empire of Barea sweeps down and conquers the resisting clans.  The more primitive frost barbarian hordes are scattered into the norther peninsulae.
812	- Having secured his power base, Barion builds Castle Gray and retreat there with his most trusted students, where they research and experiment in pursuit of magical power.  During the period that follows, Barion has progressively fewer appearances at the court that he established.
821	- The last appearance of Barion at court (or anywhere else recorded in any annals).
835	- Barions court is griped in disorder, and various clan leaders pretend to the throne.  Barion does not come forth to respond to any of these pretenders. 
842	- The Barean empire is gripped in civil war between clan leaders and plagued by raids from hordes from the north.
846	- An unidentified wizard of great power appears on the mainland and begins devastating cities and towns.  The clan armies are once again united and march to meet his threat.  This effort is met by the casting of a spell now known as the “Great Wasting”, which kills thousands and leaves all land east of the Karth mountains unable to support life.  A massive famine ensues.
849	- Barbarian hordes sweep down from the nothern peninsulae, administering the killing blow to the already ailing Barean Empire.
907	- Coastal settlements on the eastern isles (the only intact cultural settlement in the Barean empire) are devastated by earthquakes and a major tsunami.  Contact is lost with the only settlements on the northern isle.
927	- The Academy of Magic is re-established.  Members of the Gray order, kept alive in secrecy, return to help administer and serve the Academy.
942	- A village on Dagger Isle, the southernmost of the eastern isles, grows into Moonglow, a developing trade port led by a council of mages from the Academy.
951	- Most townships on Dagger Isle swear alleigance to the ruling council at Moonglow.  The resulting nation becomes known as the Lycaeum Consular.
962	- Hobgoblin raids begin on human settlements on the islands and coastal settlements.
970	- The Gray Order and Syanda (a city that sprung up around the Academy of Magic) join the Lycaeum Consular
972	- The consular military, under the lead of the Gray Knights, repulses the hobgoblin incursions.
1025	- Moonglow becomes a major trade port and has many immigrants from the west.
1075	- A rudementary orginization of mages-for-hire grows into the Quintarium, an organized crime guild sporting magically trained mercenaries and assassins.

Avelan History
	The Avelan people probably came from oversees, as they have a rich history, but little archeological evidence to link them to any other races on this continent.  Compared to most other peoples of Trinalia, they are somewhat primitive.  They are primarily forest dwelling and do not have highly organized agriculture.  However, despite their cultural conservatism, contacts with the other societies of Trinalia has brought about many advances in their culture.  however, there lifestyle is still fairly primitive overall.

c100	- First known contact with the Aborian people.
c300	- First major conflict of the Avelan people with Giants.
416	- In violent sucessions, the Avelan people are divided into 5 kingdoms.
503	- The people of Cannag inhabt the island of Skabrae.  Their rivals, the kingdom of Ulian, expand to the north.
655	- Rise of a major druidic sect devoted to Tuanna, the avelan mother-goddess.
824	- The unification: Mulian, Linian, and Arwella unite under the newborn Theocracy of Tuanna.  Cannag and Ulian decline to join the union out of rivalry for one another.
890	- Trade opens in full swing with the Aborian nations to the east.
909	- A legandary hero, Cyran the Wanderer, quests in the name of Cannag and establishes an academy on Scabrae.
978	- An uprsing occurs in the Theocracy by a band of idealists who feel stifled by the Theocracy’s conservative stance on development.  For most purposes, the rebellion is put down, but the issue is never truly resolved.
1066	- Giant raids plague all Avelan nations
1171	- The Theocracy and Ulian are crushed by the Empire of Drakar

Recent events

	What follows is a combined, cosmopolitan timeline describing the central events affecting a number of civilized nations of humanity (and some other races), as well as some minor, but interesting occurances of a sort not detailed in the preceding timelines.
 
1127	- Nations on the mainland suffer at the hands of a new evil, the followers of the mad god Paralite.  the Aborian hero-queen Ariel returns to lead the fight against this awesome menace.
1128	- The most ancient, powerful dragons are released from their timeless prisons by Paralite.  One of these wyrms, Nasharagh, burns the city of Majenka to the ground in its fearsome rampage.
		- Paralite’s followers continue to plague all the enlightened races.
		- Ariel forms the royal guard.
1129	- Bowedring, the faithful companion of the Dragonlady and Royal Guardsman Lauri Platinumhair, is slain in a battle with Nasharagh.
1130	- The Royal Guard makes major strides agaisnt the fell demon horde that has sworn aleigance to paralite.  Inexplicably, Bowedring returns from his supposed death and defeats the greater dragons with the aid of the Royal Guard.
1131	- The Royal Guard takes their battle to the lower planes and destroys the mad god Paralite.
1133	- Those dark elves that followed Paralite now start seeking new powers to follow.  the entropy that ensues rocks the dark elves’ power base to the core and effictively eliminates the dark elves as a power block on the surface world.
1135	- The various colonies east of the free cities are united under the banner of the Young Baronies.
1137	‑The last known arch‑mage and dracolich of the Cult of the Scaled (a Drow dragon‑cult) is slain by the company of the Wolves' bane.
1138	‑The artifact known as the demon seed is crushed and the Valzeth'ri brood mother is banished.  All Valzeth'ri withing hundreds of miles drop dead from some mysterious psychic wave.
1139	‑Without the benefit of the Valzeth'ri brood, the forces of Drakar fall back over 50 miles on all borders.  The city of Trith is freed.
1140	‑The combined armies of the free cities and Trinnoc march on the city of Drakar.  The city is occupied, after multitudes of unexplained deaths of members of the occupied city, Drakar is razed by the garrison and it's member return to their homelands.
		‑The Warlord Darion, empororer of Drakar, and his most elite forces, retreat to a fortress known simply as the black citadel.  Though seige was laid to the Black Citadel, not once did the occupants ask for quarter and never were the walls of the citadel breached.
1141	‑An elf lord known as Nepal claims the Dragon‑rod.  He is possessed by a strange entity whose soul was captured within the rod, and the soul of Nepal takes its place.
1142	‑Soon it becomes apparent that the creature whose soul is possessing Nepal is one of the legendary dragon‑lords.
1146	‑ After a threatening exchange between the High Council of Mages, the current ruling body of Lycaeum Consular, and the Quintarium, a civil war begins in the city of Moonglow.
1147	‑Nepal obtains 2 of the dragonorbs, and uses their power to perform a ritual that pulls a lost city of the dragonlords out of the demi‑plane where it was banished to over 2 millaenea ago.
		‑The Gray knights enter Moonglow and restore order.  They exile the Quintarium and the High Council of Mages from the city.
1148	‑General Valkendrus VII, a major general in the Imperial Army of Drakar, emerges from hiding and rallys the meager remainining  forces of Drakar.  His efforts sweep many of the patrol and garrison forces posted in the borders of the former empire of Drakar.
1149	‑Queen Ariel declares that she has matters to attend to beyond the land of Trinalia, and hands the reigns of power of the Principality of Trinnoc to her oldest living relative, Robert Grayhawk.
		- The city of Majenka has returned to its former position as the most active trade port in the Kylopean Ocean.
1150	‑A huge legion of humans, hobgoblins, and fire giants march forth from the black citadel.  Drakar reclaims most of its former territory, and all of the free cities are once again threatened.
		‑Dragon‑lord traders contact and begin trading with many cities on the western half of the continent. In some cases, the Dragon‑lords have backed up their trade agreements with not‑so‑thinly‑veiled threats.
1151	‑A great comet appears in the night sky.  Lord Atira, an exiled planar lord, predict difficult times and says he must go elsewhere.  His grand keep is fortified to prepare for the eventualities of hostilities in his absence.
		‑The legions of Drakar lie poised to take all of the free cities, but withdraw at the last moment.
		‑The Quintarium engages in guerilla war against the Gray Knights in Moonglow.
1152	‑A fire falls from the sky.  The skies are filled with a strange scintilating dust.
		‑The very nature of the dust seems to disrupt the weaving of magic.  Many disasters result from the miscast of various magics.
		‑The Quintarium, unable to rely on their magicks, is forced out of Moonglow by the Gray Knights totally.
		‑Crop turnouts are very poor.
1153	‑The dusts of the stars still blows through the sky.  Crop failures continue, resulting in widespread famine.  All armies are nearly disolved.
		‑A strange form of storm, dubbed "the wildwinds" or "wildstorms" sweep across the land.  They disrupt any magic within them, and even release stored magics is a burst of magical energy with unpredicable results.  Many adventurers who relied on such devices loose their lives.
1154	‑The wildwinds begin to subside, but crop turnouts are still poor.  The wild nature of the wildwinds helps breed a mistrust for mages.
1155	‑Except for an occasional wildstorm, the shroud of prismatic dust subsides, and crops begin to grow again.  The famine is finally abated.
		‑Dragonlord traders are now seen in every major city on the mainland.
1157	‑After one Dragon‑lord issues an ultimatum to the Principlity of Trinnoc, Lady Lauri Platinumhair, a loyal retainer to Ariel and a dragonlord in her own right, rides her mighty brass dragon to meet the dragonlords' merchant caravan.  The clan backed off on their ultimatum.
1159	‑Lerendia declares alleigance to the Empire of Drakkar.
1160	‑The legions of Drakar seem to be re‑assembled in what seems an impossibly short amount of time after the famine.  Once again, the free cities are threatened.
1161	‑The Council of Ruling Nobles of Mintar West, in an attempt to head off violent confrontation with Drakar, declares their support of the Empire.
1162	‑Some naval skirmishes occur between Lerendia and Trinnoc.
1163	‑Lord Atira returns from his mysterious retreat.  He is none pleased that his closest neighbor has folded in the face of Drakar's might.
1166	- The Church of Xanathar and Members of the Bloodseekers (Robert’s personal intelligence corps) become concerned with prophecies foretelling the rise of a new, nefarious evil in the land of Trinalia.  They dispatch agents to deal with the threat, but all are slain in their efforts.
1167	- Caernyc, a corrupted (and downcast) celestial steward, is inadvertantly freed from his prison.
1168	- Caernyc takes control of the eastern island city of Cymbria.  Using spells secreted in some ancient tomb, he calls forth 4 dragons to serve him.
1169	- Drakkar permanently stations a legion in Mintar West.
1170	- Caernyc is slain by a motley band led by a chaos knight, a garath.
1172	- Drakkar, apparently having completed conquests in the west, moves a large number of legions into the free cities, taking massive portions of the territory there. They reportedly are using a new sort of weapon, guns.
1173	- Drakkarian Troops take Mintar West.  Trith and Loshimar are threatened.
		- A new, mysterious power takes the reigns of power in Cymbria.
1174	- Trith is taken overland by Drakkarian legions.
		- The Golden Palace in Trinnoc is overtaken by a marine assault by Drakkar.  In the assault, Warlord Dorion takes possesion of the Kingsword, and astonishingly is not slain by its magic.  Thus empowered, Dorion declares himself the Suertrea king.
			- All Aborinan churches and knightly orders sworn to the Code of Ages and several withdraw from the war effort against Drakkar.  Regular units are demoralized.
		- The Present.



CHapter 5: A who’s who of trinalia

Major Organizations and Powers of Trinalia

	The following is an acounting of some of the most powerful individuals and organizations in the land of Trinalia as recrorded in the annals of the Arcanist Lord Hawkwind. 

Who's Nice?: 
	It is with heavy heart that I disclose to the gentle reader that the forces of good in the land of Trinalia are far outweighed by the forces of evil. The only hope that a purehearted citizen might have is that those few forces of good would overcome their differences in order to stand against those forces of evil, who I can say with a good degree of certainty will never unite. 

The Emerald Brotherhood 
	I belong to this well esteemed underground brotherhood whose aim is nothing less than the altruistic defense of the people and nations of the lands of Trinalia from any threat to their lives and freedom. Its members include freedom fighters from many walks of life. Many of them are adventurers, many others are wandering minstrels, frontiersmen, priests of benign powers, and mages. All are greatly concerned that evil is overtaking the land, an analysis that I cannot dispute. 
               The leader of the Emerald Brotherhood is currently the elder mage, Nala Lerhok. Nala is ‑or was ‑a human mage. I say "was" becasue of the fact that as a human, he should have died long ago. But such is the strength of his code ‑some might call it an obsession ‑against evil forces in the land that he has extended his life with mighty magics at the cost of his very humanity. While some ‑myself included ‑might question the sanity of such an act, none question that Nala is a powerful force in the cause of good. 
               The Emerald Brotherhood acts covertly throughout all the nations of Trinalia, keeping a wary eye out for those who would enslave or destroy the benign races of Trinalia, and acting in whatever capacity they can to ensure that those under thier care escape the clutches of evil. 

The Royal Guard 
	I am the only retainer to belong to both the Emerald Brotherhood and the Royal Guard. The entity known simply as "The Royal Guard" is more properly called the "Grand Order of the Royal Guard of the Sovereign of Suertrea." It is a hand‑picked unit of heroes, mainly adventurers and knights, that have sworn fealty to the mighty Queen Ariel Firehawk‑Suertrea. 
               The current ranks of this elite unit include Lady Lauri Platinumhair, an elven holy warrior and dragonrider from another plane of existence; Sala of the Waves, an exotic but effective warrior from a far off land who can kill as effectively with his bare hands as most do with swords; Erduel, the Silver‑Elf Druidess‑Maga; Thain, the Green‑Knight; and myself, Hawkwind, elven Arcanist Lord. 
               Queen Ariel is no ordinary queen. She is the rightful hier to the Suertrea throne, that calling which, according to the Book of Ages, is to be the ultimate throne of the righteous in the land of Trinalia. Ariel has lived over one‑thousand years. She led her people, that race known today as the Aborians, across the moonrift from an ancient land besieged by the forces of chaos. 	She then retreated to some mystical sanctuary to sleep the sleep of a thousand years, promising that she would return when her people needed her. She did return when the land of Trinalia ‑as well as other worlds ‑were threatened by the mad god Paralite. She then created the Royal Guard and led them into the netherworld to slay the mad god, a task at which they succeeded. 
	After the quest to destroy Paralite was completed, Queen Ariel once again retreated to her otherworldly sanctuary, leaving the command of the Royal Guard to her cousin and the royal regent, Robert Grayhawk.
	But I pray that she hears the call of her people again and comes to their aid, for I fear their hour of need is once again at hand. 

The Bloodguard 
	Before Robert Grayhawk took the regency of the throne of Athos, he was the rightful heir to the throne of Athos' nearby island kingdom neighbor, Lerendia. Merchant houses that held great power in Lerendia united and staged a bloody coup in which most of the Grayhawk family was slain. Robert and his younger sister were the sole survivors of the slaughter. It is now my belief that this coup was aranged by the Empire of Drakar as a preliminary step in thier bid to expand their evil empire from coast to coast. 
               The Bloodguard is a unit responsible for the protection of the Grayhawk line and thier position on the throne. They only failed in protecting Robert's father through sheer treachery ‑a traitor in the ranks. The guards that watched over Robert were a little more astute, however, and weeded out the assassin sworn to slay Robert and made good his escape from Skye, capital city of Lerendia.
	Robert's Bloodguard became his personal elite guard and includes an effective spy ring called the Bloodseekers. The most notable member of the Bloodseekers is a Vale elf named Fenella Moonshadow. Vale elves are a much oppressed race of elves, the majority of which were captured and sold as slaves. Fenella is one of the few Vale elves to escape. Vale elves are notable for their psychic powers; these talents in Fenella have been an invaluable to the intelligence gathering efforts of the Bloodseekers. 

The Gray Knights 
	The Gray Knights are a strong force in the cause of order, yet it is only with hesitiation that I include them here, for I feel that they could easily be just as oppresive a military regime as the Empire of Drakar is, if a malign member of the Order came into power. However, I think when the day of reckoning comes with Drakar, that they will stand with us. 
	The Gray Knights are an ancient order of militaristic mages. They first cam into existence at the behest of the wizard‑emporer Barion the Gray of the Barean empire over 300 years ago. They live by a very strict code of conduct and thrive even now, hundred of years after the empire they were born from has collapsed. 
	The Gray Knights recently took control in the Lycaeum Consular. As the reader might know, the consular was the single most populated with mages of any nation of Trinalia. However, this proved more curse than boon for the consular, for the ruling council of mages got into a war with the despicable criminal mages, the Quintarium. Neither side applied too much moderation in their magical war and thousands of civilian lives were lost and vast tracts of the capital, Moonglow, were laid waste to as a result. 
	The Gray Knights did what they did to maintain order and limit the collateral damage in the civil war, but with little practical effect. Then the fire in the sky came, which was soon followed by the wildstorms, swirling winds of prismatic dust that disrupts the very flow of magic. The mages of the Council and of the Quintarium could no longer rely on their magic. But they Gray Knights were not just mages. They were seasoned warriors. They took the opportunity to take contol of the Consular and place it under military rule and ousting both the Council of Mages and the Quintarium. To this day, the Lycaeum Consular remains under the rule of the appointed military governer, High Marshall Kedvar Langston. 

The Young Baronies
	A relatively new force in the cause of good, the Young Baronies more properly belongs in my treatise on the nations of Trinalia. However, their efforts for the cause of good in recent years is notable, and thus they deserve some mention here. 
	The Young Baronies were originaly an outgrowth of the free cities. Feifs in the frontiers east of East Mintar were granted to some energetic individuals, most notably the members of an adventuring company entitled "The company of the Wolve's Bane." Their name is derived from the fact that their arch enemy was a despicible necromancer in the service of Drakar who calls himself Black Wolf. They also made notable efforts against the fire and frost giants in the area, as well as a vampire lord who calls himself "The Vieled Hand." 

The Varishans
	I hesitate to include the Varishans here, as evidence of their involvement in modern affairs is an unproven hypothesis put forth by some sages.  The Varishans are a race of humanity that dwelled on the Trinalian continent long before any modern human civilization. They were allies to the ancient elven heroes known as the Hawklords, and like them, were benign in the extreme. 
	The Varishans were a great force of good in thier day, and mighty in the arts of magic, but their race has left this land. All that is known is that one of their number turned stag and experimented with the mighty dragons. His experiments were considered repulsive by his brothers and so he was exiled. He succeeded in creating an arcane formula that binds man to dragon and enhances the might of both. He created a race that would become known as Dragonlords, and returned to initiate a final civil war with his brethern. 
	The Varishans were almost eliminated; those that survived placed the remnants of their civilization (some of them powerful magical artifacts) in vaults deep beneath the earth and departed for other lands. 
	Some suspect that a few (or perhaps a lone) Varishan mage‑lord has remained behind and is overseeing the events of the young races in the land of Trinalia. The only event that is strong evidence that a mage‑lord walks the land is the timely appearance of a gate that allowed the Aborian people to migrate to Trinalia from their doomed world. 

Lord Atira
	The single most powerful entity in the cause of good is perhaps Lord Atira, a platinum elf noble who was exiled from his otherworldly home because of some breach of the laws which he never speaks of. Lord Atira himself is a bastion of virtue, and perhaps the most honorable elf I have ever met. All who visit his home have absolute security under his word of honor, which he has the power to enforce.
	Lord Atria is a grim and determined foe of evil. His home on this plane is a huge, well defended castle south of Mintar West. He is not at all pleased that Drakar has a powerful presence in the free cities, and has vowed to protect the soil of his adopted home. He is an elf of immense age and a warrior and mage of great prowess. 

Who's Bad?:
	As mentioned earlier in this treatise, the land of Trinalia is direly beset by forces that would enslave or destroy the enlightened races. Fortunately, in most cases, these forces are too involved with their own interests to unite in their efforts. However, I feel that in the face of the power wielded by these forces, that fact is not too comforting. 

The Empire of Drakar
	I list The Empire first because I feel that they represent the single greatest threat to free men and elves throughout Trinalia at this time. They are led by the Warlord‑Emporer Darion. Its troops include not only humans, but also giants and Bwgan warriors, a race of fierce humanoid warriors that hail from the northern reaches of the Drakarian Empire. 
	It is apparent to the Emerald Brotherhood's agents that the Drakarian Empire has more than these mighty military forces at thier disposal. Their rulership seems to revere Idan, a god of rulership (and some say, tyranny.) A large number of sorcerers (or a small number of powerful sorcerers) also seems to support the Drakarian cause. 
	In addition to military strongarm tactics, we have discovered that Drakar coerces nobility and leadership of nations that they wish to induct via magical means. Such means inlcude powerful amulets that allow them to dominate the wearer, as well as tranforming a victim into a hideous, subservient undead parody of the person that the victim was in life. 
	It appeared that until very recently, the Drakarians had taken a more peaceful stance on their border with the free cities. Unfortunately, agents from the far Drakarian frontier have recently returned with information suggesting that the Empire had merely turned its attention to the nations of the Avelan people that border Drakar on the west. Unfortunately, they have made great strides there and may soon turn their efforts back to subjugating the Free Cities, Trinnoc, and the Young Baronies.

Caernyc (Deceased) 
	Fortunately, one great evil that threatened the land has been abated. Caernyc was a celestial steward that had one vice: a lust for gold. Unfortunately, this vice twisted his entire being slowly and insidiously. Eventually, he led a dozen of his comrades, lesser stewards, into a trap in the depths of the netherworlds. Payment for this betrayal was made by nether denizens in gold. 
	Needless to say, he was cast out of the Crystal Lands and stripped of his instruments of station. His lord, Frey Firehawk, god of prosperity and succor cursed Caernycsuch that he could never touch, or even approach, gold again. Caernyc then came to this world and built a kingdom in the east, that of the Semtar Kings, making then gather the one gold treasure that the curse did not apply to: The Faegold.
	Unfortunately, the faegold holds a curse of its own, a curse of misfortune upon any who would possess it.  That was Caernyc's undoing, as the curse took its toll when he dueled with a mortal wizard who imprisoned him in a magic circle. 
	This condition existed for many centuries until an adventuring company unleashed him in recent years. He called upon the remaining Semtar dragons, took over the island city of Cymbri, and began making demands of all of the island kingdoms. 
	The same adventuring company that released Caernyc teamed up with a coven of withces and an agent of Drakar, and succeeded in slaying Caernyc for all time. 

The Cult of Nocticula (or "The Witches")
	This is one organization for which I hold great personal resentment, for their promises of easy power lured my very beloved daughter, Tatiana, to the very damnation of her soul. I tried vehemently to turn her from the evil ways that the cult had induced in her, but alas, I had to give the order that she be slain by one of my agents, who carried that order out. 
	The witches have come to embody everything that common man whispers about and fears of spellcasters. Thier powers come only at the cost of their body and soul. They cavort with demonic powers. They follow the demon queen Nocticula, patroness of witches and queen of the succubi. The atrocities commited by the cult of Nocticula have made them unwelcome in almost any land, but they have become masters of seduction and subterfuge, and have weathered years of harsh treatment at the hands of righteously enraged citizenry. The sorcerous powers that thier lady grants them is nothing to be trifled with. 

The Quintarium
	The Quintarium started out innocently enough. They were once merely a small coalition of mages in Moonglow who sold their magical talents for what would be considered a number of legitimate concerns, mainly performing divinations and minor enchantments for a reasonable fee. Soon, however, they found a lucrative  market hiring out as mercanaries, participating in combats where they highest bidder could buy the support of a competant mage. The next step was to hire out as assassins, a task for which they soon developed a disturbing level of proficiency. 
	Over the years, the Quintarium developed into a full fledged organized crime guild. While they are most infamous for their assassins, the Quintarium gets more out of their assassins than a lucrative trade. They also get the fear associated with the most effective assassination guild in the land. This lets them pursue their other criminal operations and agendas with relative impunity, for few men are willing to cross the Quintarium. 

Teverri, the Vieled Hand
	Teverri is a mysterious undead sorcerer who secrets himself among the people of the Old Clans, to the east of the Young Baronies. Teverri is a very dangerous opponent, for he is beleived to be what is known as a Sangrolu, or a vampric lich. The details of such beings are sketchy as they are (fortunately) rare in the extreme. What is known is that they are vampire mages that, through the means of some arcane formula, suppress the weaknesses normally associated with vampires (such as sunlight and running water), and furthermore, allows them to channel arcane power from the blood of their victims into their spells.
	Teverri is not only fearsome because of his arcane powers, but his skill at manipulating people and events on a grand scale. It is quite likely that he engineered the rise of Young Baronies in order to create a buffer between his haunt in the Old Clans and the Empire of Drakkar.

Shiron, the Dark Lady
	The sorceress known as Shiron the Dark Lady is an enigmatic figure that stepped foreward to take the reigns of power in the dismal city of Cymbria when that city's master, Caernyc, was slain. Some sages beleive that Shiron is some manner of extraplanar minion or undead being called forth or created by Caernyc. 
	Little else is known regarding Shiron. Whatever past lies behind her, she has taken sufficient measure to hide them from all interested parties. While it is uncertain if she is truly malign, she has done little to releive the desperate conditions in Cymbria since Caernyc's downfall, and has endeavoured to re‑animate Caernyc's draconic servants in undead forms. 

The Cult of Ahriman 
	The Cult of Ahriman are followers of a deranged nature god, Arhiman, otherwise known as "the beast lord." Lay followers of Ahriman are soldiers and warriors who beleive that man is a carnivore, and lusts for the spilling of blood as only a carnivore would. The priesthood consists of a twisted version of a druidic sect. 
	This cult originated on the blood drenched haven for murderous warriors in the far south known as the Dragon Isles. However, they have been drawing followers in the eastern Trinalia region for some reason. It is beleived that the high priestess currently oficiating was formerly the druidess who was a member of the Company of the Wolves' Bane, who left that company after it was found she sympathized with the one of the company's more brutal enemies, the giants of the north.


The Shilek 
	The Shilek are a race of beings who resemble upright arachnids. They have 4 hind limbs which support their bodies, and 4 more forelimbs that they use as arms. Some members of their race have an innate arcane ability to mentally enslave any known humanoid race, and possibly other races as well. They live in scattered colonies throughout Trinalia. 
	The Shilek are troubling because they are major traders in slaves, mostly humanoid slaves. While the brotehrhood finds this fact, and their domination ability, most disconcerting, the Shilek is considered a secondary threat to the freedom of the people of Trinalia. Despite the long history of slave trade among the Shilek, the small size of the Shilek colonies makes the number of slaves bonded by the Shilek small in comparison to those bonded under the Empire of Drakar. 

The Dragonlords
	As mentioned under my treatise on Varishans, a race that would become known as the Varishans were cast into decline by war with a race created by one of their brethern, a race known as the Dragonlords.  The Dragonlords live in a mutually beneficial symbiotic relationship with dragons, and the Dragonlords themselveves are said to have the blood of dragons in their veins.
	The re‑appearance of these legendary villains at first startled everyone. It was thought, as is told in the legends, that Dragonlords are totally ruthless and merciless warriors. However, it appears that in the time that the race of Dragonlords spent in their otherworldly prison, they had changed, for upon their return to the land of Trinalia they aspired to quickly establish trade relations with most of the nations of Trinalia.
	However, many of these nations suffered very one‑sided trade deals with the Dragonlords. Their oft alluded to and rarely used power of their dragon allies meant that the Dragonlords would force almost any deal at the trading table.

The Semtar Kings
	The Semtar Kings were a kindom of plunderers and marauders that existed nearly 1000 years ago. They were some of the more warlike natives of the isle of Stygia who found the ancient artifacts of the Dragonlords and utilized their power to engage in wanton piracy and plundering of the still young colonies in the south seas. This kingdom was never stable and collapsed after less than a century.
	While it is possible that more than one Semtar King still exists, there is only one known in the land, a singular entity who rides a mighty black dragon who has been preserved since the heyday of the Semtar Kings by his undead state. He was formerly in the service of the fallen celestial steward Caernyc, but since Caernyc's demise, has been seen wandering the lands, purpose unknown.

The Dark Circle 
	The Dark Circle is a very mysterious agency, that is apparently headed up by a circle of vaugely humanoid alien beings who are apparently at odds with their own race. Their goals are unclear, but they are very obstuctive of all other major power blocks, and seem to have great power to mentally dominate others.
	There are members of other races that serve the dark circle, but it is uncertain if any of these other races serve voluntarily, or if all other races are mentally dominated.

The Siblings of Blood
	This organization has been around for some time. It has a variety of races at its helm, inluding humans, (corrupted) light elves, and dark elves. This motley crew sell their services as mercenaries, but they primarily prey on others. They plunder any tomb or dungeon ‑or city, for that matter ‑that suits their purpose, which seems to be nothing more than to gain power. 
	They do not, however, seem to want to establish any widespread influence or nation; they exist on the periphery of the existing empires in the west, in a secret and secure base of some sort. In addition to their various plundering activities, they participate in smuggling, assassination, and extortion. They are an adventuring company of the most reprehensible sort. 

Jahawarial
	Jahawrial is a curiosity, but still very hazardous. He was consdered to be a loose cannon by the government of Tai, the city in the sword isles where he once resided. 
	Jahawarial is an eccentric mage whose actions are wholly unpredictable. He was once considered beneficient, and even aided the exiled king of Lerendia, Robert Grayhawk. However, his sanity seemed to fade over the years, and he eventually tranformed into an undead state, something that could not hope to improve his mental state. 

The Six‑blades
	Another somewhat mysterious organization, the Six‑blades started out as the central criminal organization in Mintar East. Over the years, they extended their influence to most of the free cities and surrounding nations. Now that the empire of Drakar has extended its influence into the free cities, the status of the Six‑blades is uncertain. If they still exist, their activities have at the least become more low‑key.
	The Six‑blades seem to have a great degree of magical power at their disposal, the source of which is uncertain. This magical power seems to exist primarily in the area of divination, transport, and disguise.

Paralite (Deceased)
	One more villain that has passed but is worth mentioning is Paralite, often simply called "The Mad God." Paralite is the son of a demon lord and a dark elf maiden. He extended his power over time and gained a considerable following in the netherworld. He planned a conquest of not only Trinalia, but many lands.
	It was for the defeat of Paralite that Queen Ariel pulled together her hand‑picked company of elite adventurers, the Royal Guard. The Royal Guard quested to the ancient city of Carcosa, and with items of power gaiend therein, quested to Paralites home plane, where he was slain and cast into the vortex of eternity, the threat of his conquest forever abated.
